Seeing the need for arts in this area, I surveyed the students and staff to
gauge student participation and interest for piano lessons. The students
were very interested. Partnering with Pelham Lifelong Learning Center
who provided the space and Performing Arts Center who provided the
instructor we were able to meet the interests and needs of the students
in this area.
We advertised in the surrounding neighborhoods (Interfaith Terrace,
Carlson Rd, Pusan Rd, Waverly St, Beaver Terrace Circe, Beaver Park Rd,
Marian Rd, Tarrali Terrace, Waverly St, Beaver St, Leland St, Arlington St,
Cross St , Weld St and Universal St). We received a total of 25 students to
begin, however some challenges arose. For some transportation others
other commitments came up and some just drop off. These are
challenges that were foreseen and planned for. The total students who
completed the program was 15. The number in attendance for the recital,
was 7, previous family commitments for that day.
Despite a lengthy search for an instructor, we found the perfect
one.Weronika Balewski , Flutist | Baroque Flutist who is a Flutist with
Marvento Duo an Instructor and Assistant Director at Integral Steps, Flute
and Musicianship Faculty at Concord Conservatory of Music, Instructor at
Pianoberries Music School and Co-Founder and Co-Host of Virtual
Dalcroze Meet-Up. Weronika’s approach to teaching music and managing
the range of persoanlities and ages is commendable.
She taught with a distinct and intentional approach. They approach to
learning music was creative but relatable. Students began to use their
whole bodies to learn about music. Students marched, skipped, galloped,
and slid while responding to musical signals which mean “go forward, go
backward” or “change direction”.
They quicky moved onto, learn about quarter notes, eighth notes, and
half notes and used rhythm color words to practice them. They began to
identify different notes based on the rhythm color words learned. Red,
blue, and purple notes were aligned with specific movements. For
example, “red notes” were also known as the beat or quarter notes.

The body movement activities continued to help the students translate
music to the keyboards. Students mapped the notes on our bodies and on
floor spots which they could jump through, and then tried the pattern on a
group of 3 black keys at the piano keyboard.
Through the funds provided by the Framingham Cultural Council, we were
able to provide an experience that the students probably would have
never been exposed to. Keyboards - both during lessons and at the Hoops
and Homework sites for practice purposes, benches, headphones, and our
instructor were provided thanks to those funds.
Music @ Hoops, began on Thursday February 24th then continued
Saturdays in a group format 10:30-1:30 (3 groups). This opportunity not
only equipped the students with piano skills but musical knowledge, the
ability to take risks, build on successes, work in/on a team and individually
as well as provided a different strategy to cope with social and emotional
challenges. The recital was held on April 24, 2022 , 4p @ Pelhman LLC.
The songs they learned were: “Outer Space” “Hot Cross Buns”, “Apple
Worm”,” I can Fly a Kite”, “Once I Flew A Kite So High” and “I Love Coffee”
I’m happy to report that it was a success. and the students learned the
basics of what music is and how it relates to our lives.
If you have any questions or would like further discussion feel free to
contact me at klopez@hoopsandhomeworkinc.com; 774-578-9847

